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WHY TUITION IS A FOUR LETTER WORD IN CALIFORNIA 

F#@!: When we talk about tuition—well actually, we can’t bear to, so we say fees—we argue 

not about how much or when but why. Some of us believe that others of us are entitled to free 

higher education. But then home owners believe that they are entitled to escalating value 

without corresponding levy. Home buyers want houses paid for with loans premised on equity 

rising. And on……we are the Peevish Society, in many ways. But our longing for civic generosity, 

for a world that we have lost, for a time when people believed in the transformative power of 

education is poignant. 

Nostalgia for Pat Brown’s fleeting ed-utopia of the ‘50s and ‘60s—the Master Plan--conveys a 

powerlessness to reverse the penal vision of the ‘80s and ‘90s. Able to pass reforms but not 

fund them after Proposition 13 in ’78, officials devised risky strategies to fuel the general fund 

and county finances. Orange County, for one, blew up. CSU’s anathema to tuition exposed it to 

the up and down of such public funding; it saw fees not as policy but reactive last resort. As a 

result, students played California roulette: would the black ball of double-digit fee correction 

land on you?  

Today, some fixes are possible. The state needs not a larger general fund but more diverse 

streams into it. CSU much benchmark tuition against its 240 peers and plan accordingly. It must 

embrace the gospel of grant and aid. Only then will feeble nostalgia give way to Brown’s real 

legacy, progressive pragmatism. 

X MARKS THE SPOT: Examine the 

chart to the left. Note that funding for 

higher education—the green—

decreased in share of the general fund 

soon after Reagan became governor. 

The golden days of the Master Plan 

lasted less than a decade. See how 

funding for prisons—red—rises 

through the later years of Governor 

Jerry Brown, ascending under Wilson. 

In the ‘50s, Pat Brown vowed to convert orange groves into ed-utopia. Forty years later, Wilson 

vowed not to build a library or a university, until we had enough prisons. The fault divides our 

soul—are we warden, are we teacher? Now review blue CSU, descending. Who understood 

that when red crossed blue in ’83-84, the path would not reverse? To change funding for CSU, 

one must show that learning preempts the crime that punishment redresses. Even before that, 
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we must face facts. For forty 

years, we have been the 

apple of our eye, not so in the 

eye of other Californians. 

The chart to the left seems to 

contradict what I just said. 

Higher education funding did 

decrease in proportion. But it 

grew per enrollment in 

current dollars, as California roared past 32,000,000 people. Recently, general fund support 

reached, like the Tower of Babel, to $8,700 per FTES, as we know. Its fall to $6,800 jeopardizes 

federal stimulus funds; they are contingent on a state maintaining (higher) levels from ’05-06. 

Obviously the negligible fees through ’86 were anything but negligible as symbols. Shortly after 

the crossroads with 

prisons, a regularly 

irregular series of fee 

increases began.  Rarely 

were they 

premeditated. Rather, 

for nearly every dip in 

the general fund, there 

was a compensatory 

increase in fees.   The chart, right, visualizes annual rates of change—possibly the most 

noticeable features of fee increases. The wavy yellow line traces the relatively constant 2-5% 

inflationary adjustment for higher education purhases (HEPI). See the contrasting fluctuations 

in CSU general fund and fees. The general fund has doubled fees until recently. Thus fees must 

surge, must amplify to make up for subtractions.   No matter how small the fee, change is 

relative and therefore spikes over 

20% are relatively awful. 

Reactive spikes, though at times 

necessary, are not fair as a practice. 

They pack into a brief period 

increases that students with 

fortunate birth years miss. The chart 

above illustrates that well over 75% 

of the fee increases in CSU since ’68 
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occurred in no more than ten years. 

Plannning for the inevitable, with a more 

predictable fee policy, would spread cost. 

Consider the 9.5% annual increase that 

arcs above. It reflects forty-five years. 

To the right, I show the inevitability of 

increases—much due to inflation. Housing, 

public colleges, and high/low salaries all 

trend up.  CSU is  priced lower than all else 

on the chart, but the percent increase is 

tops. It is making up for being pegged low into the ‘60s. Also, the CSU’s uneven slope is 

especially hard on lowest-quartile (LQ) families. In a year with steep increase the ratio of fee 

increase to salary increase can be discouraging. 

REASONING THE WHY: I turn now to  the contexts of fee increases. Why must they occur at 

all, whether state support goes up or down? Are there benchmarks? Besides reactive response, 

what else accounts for volatility in California? And what shock absorbers can we apply?                                               

Basically MA granting schools like CSUN are designed to 

break even. That is, fees plus state general fund revenue 

from taxes cover the cost of running the place. 

Auxiliaries like parking, stores, and grants earn income 

from their services to cover their costs. They return 

overhead and share profits with the university.  

This description summarizes the story behind the 

numbers on the right, from ’06-07. “Other” averages 

240 CSUN-like schools outside of the state. Their fees 

were then $5,179; they will be over $6,000 this year, still 

well ahead of our $4,100. Our ratio off state to fees was 

7/3, their ratio was 5.6/4.4. Since CSU is by far the largest system in its class, the high state 

subsidy is magnified. Likewise, the community colleges charge 1/3rd the national average and 

teach nearly 15% of CCC students. In ’06-07, had we buried the Master Plan, we would have been nearly 

2,000,000,000 to the good. The Contract with faculty would have been funded and this crisis largely 

averted. Oh, well…….. 

The line, TUIT AND ST, says it all. On average CSU’s operate with 4-8% less fee and general fund than  

peers. As a result, in order to stretch dollars, we run   at 23:1, not 19:1 for “Other.” Executives number 

no more than the teams  at school half the size. As in the Northeast, salaries are higher than average 

because of the cost of living. It follows that our personnel  are a greater part of our cost. The thin line 
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that runs between lean and mean and emaciated also separate CSUs.  Some have the capacity and 

location, when permitted, to raise SFRs where there is high volume. The difference between fees 

generated by volume and the reduced cost of teaching to makes up, tad by tad, for some underfunding.  

CSU and CFA have gone squinty-eyed, searching for peer data that defend higher salaries and more 

general fund. But they have never pegged our fees, as far as I know, against a national mean or median. 

Nor have we assessed the extent to which grants, loans, discounts, waivers, subsidize fee increases. 

After all, these notes are limited-use equivalents of cash that function as another appropriation to the 

university. If we fetishize output, in salary, and ignore input, in fees, then we like the state will go kaput. 

VIVA! I now turn to volatility in the general fund. To the left is a line chart that diagrams, 

across nearly forty years, legislated or voted changes in  collections.  

Basically, California stepped down  in the proportion of revenue from sales, corporations (peaked at  

14% in ’81; now near 11%),             

vehicle this and that, estate and gift, 

and even sin.  True, as a whole the 

budget outgrew rates for population 

and inflation. But over the years, it was 

called upon to build out a Master Plan, 

assume the unfunded dreams of the 

Great Society, refute all this with 

California agog about gulag, and  build 

and repair water, highway, power, and 

virtual networks for a people now as 

Korean as Kansan, dirt poor as filthy 

rich, bed ridden as chauffeur driven, and 

math phobic as algebraic. Both sides of 

the aisle embraced public works—of different kinds. But aided by the 2/3rd strangler in Proposition 13, 

new revenues were throttled in conception. Meanwhile free marketeers guarded sales from too much 

public plunder for taxes. They limited local property taxes, defended estate and corporate wealth as the 

engines of investment. And in ways that only a Louisianian would appreciate stripped assessments off 

smokes, bottles, and over-sized cruisers. 

Because the general fund relied increasingly on personal income tax, it was subjected to the depressions 

and exuberance of private capital gains. People made edgy investments in inflated tract houses and 

helium filled hedge funds. They hoped to make a killing, not be roadkill so that they could shelter gains, 

to be transferred through estates to their.  Meanwhile bureaucrats, deprived of local revenue or 

battered by speculative moves in a global market, gambled on funds to pay pensions and revamp power 

grids. They added to the chaos, losing billions, endangering key services, and riddling trust in 

government. The state helped, but the debts it assumed decreased current funds for ongoing needs. 
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So when we reject fee planning and rely on tax collecting, we are exposed to the faults and liquefaction 

of California/global capital. There is good.  Oudated industry must turn over. There are faults. Shams 

abound. And fundamentally the economy has liquefied all assets, channeling them into resevoirs, chutes 

and falls. Maybe it is wise to decrease the tax burden; but is it wise to narrow the source?   

Finally we truly are deluded if we expect steady support from a state a’rockin’ and a’rollin’ on the 

seeming unpredictabiity that adventurists peer through, looking for fleeting patterns to exploit. 

LEMON-AID, BAND AID, OR  AID: When we talk about fees, we are not talking about the 

price that most students pay. Aid comes as loans, grants, work stipends, discounts, waivers, tax 

credits, tax refunds, tax deductions, and tax credits. Essentially, most are keyed to fees and 

living expenses. They are indirect appropriations through students to the institution. As such, 

they buy down students’ cost while filling the school’s revenue. Like all financing, they are 

subject to ideological manipulation. For instance, student debt has risen steadily over three 

decades, as policymakers saw college as a private good more than a public good. 

Administrations have reversed policy recently.   Today grants themselves would wipe out nearly 

all fees in CSU, if they were passed out universally  withou regard for wealth. Together, grants 

and loan—excluding taxes—amount to 1.66 roughly the charge for everyone. Now, I am not 

arguing for  a universal flat fee; I, however, do question whether we understand that, viewed as 

a whole, CSU is almost a tuition-free zone. (Above, WS=Work  Study; TT=Total.) 

In fact, consider these views. The leftmost column 

records current fee/FTES.  Next we adjust to ’66 

dollars when fees were $87. The rightmost columns 

account for grants. Remember, these amounts are 

averaged across all students. Even so the effect of 

the aid is profound. And once inflation is accounted 

for, the betrayal of time since ’66 seems almost 

pardonable. 

YR FTES TUITION GRANTS, WS LOANS TT AID

2 316,395      534,184,000         519,469,608    650,000,000      1,169,469,608   

3 326,238      587,409,000         603,443,449    670,000,000      1,273,443,449   

4 334,914      802,785,000         628,558,660    770,000,000      1,398,558,660   

5 324,120      902,669,000         753,679,316    820,000,000      1,573,679,316   

6 332,223      1,001,492,000      801,136,473    883,000,000      1,684,136,473   

7 348,262      1,029,060,000      843,998,077    912,000,000      1,755,998,077   

8 356,050      1,130,641,000      882,798,835    960,000,000      1,842,798,835   

9 364,622      1,274,865,000      988,086,308    1,043,000,000   2,031,086,308   

10 352,000      1,643,840,000      1,227,303,570 1,210,000,000   2,437,303,570   
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The last chart shows the average aid across dependent and independent undergraduate 

students in various income categories in CSU. Averaging the aid over recipients and non-

recipients dilutes the effect, but it is still considerable. Most students in lower brackets pay no 

fees; their general budgets are defrayed, too.  My general point is that there is sufficient aid 

available to soften the impact of fees. Further, I do not show the effects of tax forgiveness on 

middle classes. It seems, as well, that low fees possibly limit the amount of federal aid that 

student can qualify for, thereby depriving the system of some indirect appropriations. 

Arguments about fees right now are passionate; but they invoke policies incorrectly and  quite 

literally, I fear, short-change CSU. (UGFTE=undergrad fte; STU BUD=an average student; NG 

AID=loans, et al. ; AID/STU BUD=aid divided by formulaic; yellow reflects total.)                

 

WAIT UNTIL NEXT YEAR: As you know, the CSU responded to the budget cuts of over 20% 

with a big fee increase and an enrollment cut. It dropped from 354,000 to 342,000 to show the 

state that cuts have consequences. Next year we drop to 308,000 because the furloughs for this 

year convert possibly to  $250,000,000 in jobs lost in CSU. Those staff and faculty teach 34,000 

FTES. But without these students, we lose fees; so eliminate more staff. It is a death spiral. 

No doubt CSU will demand public dollars to stop this. However, personal income is down, 

unemployment is over11%, sales receipts are down, home sales are up but below peak dollar. 

Corporate income is up, but not enough to make up for these negatives. Changes to the tax 

structure could stabilize the general fund through diversification; but it is too late to benefit 

from that this year. And people are trying to reduce prisons. But there is much opposition; and 

no benefits can be reaped for this year. 

So, in the end, we have to decide whether to let in more students, charge everyone higher fees 

and use grants to reduce the impact, or reduce FTES by 10% and personnel proportionately. 

The following chart shows options: 

 AY 08-09  UGFTE  STU BUD  FEES  GRANT  NG  AID  GR/FEES  AID/SB  TTL TUIT   TTL GR  TGR/TF 

 Total  312,000      13,998   3,356 2,567    2,603     76% 37% 1,047,127,692 800,803,754 76%

 Dependent: Less than $10,000 3%      14,073   3,518 5,486    1,857     156% 52% 35,323,669      55,082,038   156%

 Dependent: $10,000-$19,999 5%      14,432   3,642 6,735    2,180     185% 62% 51,351,192      94,961,283   185%

 Dependent: $20,000-$29,999 8%      14,933   3,411 6,607    2,115     194% 58% 82,621,533      160,011,346 194%

 Dependent: $30,000-$39,999 6%      14,143   3,300 4,875    3,291     148% 58% 63,615,951      93,995,140   148%

 Dependent: $40,000-$49,999 4%      12,888   3,260 2,671    1,190     82% 30% 45,212,570      37,047,677   82%

 Dependent: $50,000-$59,999 5%      15,056   3,627 1,639    2,521     45% 28% 54,657,948      24,697,729   45%

 Dependent: $60,000-$69,999 4%      15,089   3,724 879       2,054     24% 19% 49,005,205      11,562,897   24%

 Dependent: $70,000-$79,999 5%      14,512   3,479 777       3,051     22% 26% 50,760,231      11,340,776   22%

 Dependent: $80,000-$99,999 6%      14,885   3,592 536       1,832     15% 16% 66,382,145      9,909,377     15%

 Dependent: $100,000 or more 17%      15,149   3,624 361       2,877     10% 21% 191,348,758    19,074,100   10%

 Independent: Less than $5,000 8%      14,032   3,824 3,356    3,012     88% 45% 98,397,168      86,349,805   88%

 Independent: $5,000-$9,999 4%      14,896   3,083 5,325    4,719     173% 67% 40,884,203      70,606,315   173%

 Independent: $10,000-$19,999 7%      12,330   2,796 2,501    3,419     89% 48% 61,371,043      54,892,790   89%

 Independent: $20,000-$29,999 6%      12,632   2,639 2,041    2,749     77% 38% 46,506,080      35,969,045   77%

 Independent: $30,000-$49,999 6%      12,181   2,932 1,141    2,265     39% 28% 56,913,299      22,148,648   39%

 Independent: $50,000 or more 6%      11,365   2,869 728       1,568     25% 20% 53,215,517      13,505,433   25%
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We collect $4,610 per FTES in fees but must transfer 1/3 

to grants. The base consists of state funding. For next 

year, CY 10-11, we drop 34,000 FTES but expect a fee 

increase of 10%. We lose $212,000,000 because of 

dropped enrollment. 

However, were we to grow by 6% and raise fees by 20%, 

we pay off the $250,000,000 that otherwise require job 

losses and close the door to more students. Phasing this 

option over two years is feasible, adding a one-time 

write-off of $50,000,000-$100,000,000 next year. If CSU 

adds back summer term, the enrollment can be 

regained quickly. If the state does a serious review of 

CCC fees and, across the three tiers, re-examines SUG 

and CAL grantts per decile, then the fee blow can be 

decreased. We still will be below the national average for fees/FTES, I project. But that is cold 

porridge.                                                                                                                                                                                      

So a plan is possible. It begins with fact forums across CSU. We must get real, fast. We need a 

ceremony. We need to bury the Master Plan. We need  to resolve to grow. Hostage-taking must 

end. We do need a deal from the state. Over X years fees/gf  will convert to the national ratio 

for MAs, with a factor for system SFR that approximates 2008-09. We must avoid lay-offs within 

these conditions. We must league with other for diversification of sources into the general 

fund. As a faculty across CSU, we must form think tanks and advisories on non-institutionalized 

health care, affordable and sustainable homes, civc reform, regional co-responsibility across K-

16, and public virtualization to reduce cost but increase the good. In other words,we begin by 

curing ourselves, then beating back the sources of what ails. 

We can win, we really can.  

 

 

  

CY 09-10 342,000  FEE/FTES 4,610  1,576,620,000  

SUG/FTES 1,521  520,284,600      

BASE 6,140  2,099,880,000  

SUBT 3,156,215,400  

CY 10-11 308,000  FEE/FTES 5,100  1,570,800,000  

SUG/FTES 1,683  518,364,000      

BASE 6,140  1,891,120,000  

SUBT 2,943,556,000  

CY 10-11 CUT 250,000,000      

LOST FEES 212,659,400      

462,659,400      

ALT 10-11 364,000  FEE/FTES 5,532  2,013,648,000  

SUG/FTES 1,826  664,503,840      

BASE 6,140  2,099,880,000  

SUBT 3,449,024,160  

292,808,760      

CY 10-11 CUT 250,000,000      

42,808,760         


